No Interest, Says Bill Vannatta

When William Vannatta, C-C chief engineer, was asked if he had heard or reported of a “City Hall deal” under which two others were rewarded by Hanalei Ranch associates for permitting evictions of leaseholders, he said he has heard about it. “That’s entirely wrong,” he declared, when mention was made of the meager deal, in which one man with interest in the Hanalei Land Development Co., neither directly or indirectly.

He said no. Did he know his relatives had stocks and were among the leading figures in the Hanalei Land Development Co., and that one of the deals was made to Kangaroo Ranch to build a house? He said no.

Asked about Mrs. Mabel Thompson, a relative of Mrs. Isabell Silva and Charles R. Scott, all directors of the development company, Scott is related through his wife. Mrs. Scott is a sister of Mrs. Aves, two women are his aunts. He said there was no business connection there.

Local Bar, Bench Await Precedent By Supreme Court

Walter Lee Haye, 46, known locally as Walter Haye, currently serving for the first year of a one-year sentence in Oahu Prison, may have received a precendent that will affect him and several other prisoners. After receiving the appeal for a writ of habeas corpus from Haye, the Supreme Court ordered that the Territorial courts are now ready to set up an independent place for his appeal. And since he was tried and sentenced in the circuit court of Oahu, Judge Garrick Buck, the Territorial Supreme Court is the most recent avenue of recourse. The Supreme Court, however, did not comment on the Haye case.

The substitute teacher situation was caused by an exigency, according to a DPI staff member. Late Friday, students at Washington Intermediate School walked out of class being taught by substitute teachers.

Reports of the incident are contradictory. It is said that the Eighth grade students walked out of the class of them crying, because their substitute teacher made remarks which they felt were improper. Some interpreted marks in the Spanish course as a threat. The students were very upset and not sure of the course which they were being taught. Students were complaining of the teacher.

Mrs. Horner said that the girls were not crying, and that she did not want to reveal that the male substitute teacher had said anything vulgar. She learned from the students that he had promised to wlop on the chest. She explained to the principal that the substitute teacher.

Sterling at Bay Against Star-Bull, Civil Service; Sought for Handicapped

By Staff Writer

The late W. K. Bassett, one of the System, was City Hall, used to like to ride in a car with Leon K. Sterling from time to time, but Bassett’s back in that direction were always tempered with a certain modesty. If he thought, Sterling was likely to understand, Bassett would probably often quote his old friend like the following:

“Leon is absolutely honest, he sometimes finds others as honest as he is sometimes finds himself as honest as others can ever be.”

Today, with the veteran clerk apparently at bay in a battle with the Star-Bulletin, O-C Civil Service official, and the O-C Civil Service official, which is worth taking a glance at one of the last, at least, one of the best of the old-style Hawaiian city officials.

Mr. Sterling
"BOY" AND "DAMN SCUM"

Will Sen. James O. Eastland address non-white witnesses in his upcoming hearing to discuss the word "chink" without the consent of their attorneys as "damn scum"? He will tell anybody to keep their racket.

Or have his manner improved in the past five years, since he did a job on Local 19 of the Distributive and Retail Employees of America in Memphis, Tennessee.

While the national union was the primary target of the Internal Security subcommittee, Local 19 was being investigated by a CIO union in certain Memphis plants. And, as usual, the CIO doesn't have a chance for anything in Eastland to do with his racket work. A local CIO woman, who is also a union member, as a friendly witness, along with that ubiquitous perjurer, the late Fred P. Hall.

The business agent of Local 12 was a white man, but its president, vice president and secretary, as well as over 90 percent of the members, were Negroes. Eastland, who was the lawyer for Local 12, had had a few years ago to take the black to court, but he had quible because "if there is no place for negroes in the union, I don't want to have it." And he had confessed this to the commission after he was questioned by the commission. When he faced Eastland, Labor was accompanied by the national union's lawyer, Charles Brown.

"Senator EASTLAND, did you tell them you were a member of the Communist Party?"

"Mr. RABINOWITZ, I would just like to know what my rights are."

"Senator EASTLAND. You know your mouth shut. Did you address that question to me?"

"Mr. RABINOWITZ. Senator—am I not privi-
ed to advice?"

"No response."

"Senator EASTLAND. That is not covered by any privilege, and I want you to answer it."

"No response."

"Mr. LASHLEY. Senator, I re-
quest the record to show who advised you to refuse to answer on the grounds that it might incriminate you."

"No response."
Campaign Throws Cold Light on Betty Farrant's Vaunted 2-Year Record

Delegaf Betty Farrant is partly worried about the support her opponent Jane Wester is receiving in the campaign. According to various sources, during the first week of the campaign, by only about 880 votes, which increased steadily throughout the rest of the campaign. Wester is predicted to have voted for Burns, he would have been elected. Considering that Wester received 1,500 votes, or 33 percent of the total vote, he would be regarded as having won the campaign.

But in her campaign she may have been beaten by her opponent, Wester, who has been supported by a majority of the people of Hawaii. In fact, it is now feared that Burns may lose the election to Wester, who has been supported by a majority of the people of Hawaii.

In her campaign she may have been beaten by her opponent, Wester, who has been supported by a majority of the people of Hawaii. In fact, it is now feared that Burns may lose the election to Wester, who has been supported by a majority of the people of Hawaii.

Her opponent, Jane Wester, has been supported by the majority of the people of Hawaii. In fact, it is now feared that Burns may lose the election to Wester, who has been supported by a majority of the people of Hawaii.
LEST WE FORGET—This train of corse from the Nazi concentration camp at Buchenwald should serve as a reminder of what the ultimate results of racism are.

New Book on Nazi War Crimes Reminds Where "Master Race" Theories Lead

SOURCE OF THE SWASTIKA, Lord Russell of Liverpool, Balantine Books, 50 cents. Don't be misled by the title of this book. It's no cheap.radioButton of horror fiction, though there's plenty of that. The book is documented fact and lives through to its modest blurb of "A History of Nazi War Crimes." So you know from the beginning that this is a book about a topic you have probably heard a lot about. In 1945 when Nazi concentration camps were being discovered by the invading Allied forces, newspapers and magazines abounded with pictures of the living skeletons who survived and were filled with skeletons of those who did not.

The stories are not new, these stories, but they are ever-shocking to the reader who is unacquainted. The horror of the camps and the calculated murder by starvation and overwork is the same story for thousands more prisoners and civilians in occupied countries. There are new things, these stories, but they are ever-shocking to the reader who is unacquainted. The horror of the camps and the calculated murder by starvation and overwork is the same story for thousands more prisoners and civilians in occupied countries. There are new things, these stories, but they are ever-shocking to the reader who is unacquainted. The horror of the camps and the calculated murder by starvation and overwork is the same story for thousands more prisoners and civilians in occupied countries.

Frankly Speaking (from page 8) - The skull, the strident voices of those who seek to undermine the rule of law can not be answered. Some recent political goings-on have been no more than an attempt at a sort of "tank farm" being a concentration of underground tanks to hold high octane gasoline for airplanes of the future. The "tank farm" is a term used in using a tank farm for the storage of aviation gasoline. The term "tank farm" is a term used in using a tank farm for the storage of aviation gasoline. The term "tank farm" is a term used in using a tank farm for the storage of aviation gasoline. The term "tank farm" is a term used in using a tank farm for the storage of aviation gasoline.

When the butterfly brookstone was first used in a series of meets in Australia by two American swimmers named Higgins and Chown, the latter of whom is now in his early thirties after developing the stroke in their school days in Providence. The new method has been adopted by the Olympic swimming teams in competition only with the use of the scissors kick that had been used in the butterfly stroke. With the development of the "flight" stroke, the American team has been leading in a time of 49 seconds. On the other hand, the Australians turned in 56 seconds, and they are expected to do the same at all events. The meet will feature both, as two distinct and separate styles. In the way that the butterfly revolutionized the breaststroke, the "flight" stroke is expected to do the same to the backstroke, a stroke which has hit the sports world. Under the modern rules of javelin throwing the javelin is in the middle of the course and thrown with a certain distance so that it is not thrown down the field along a narrow corridor from a specified line called the foul area. However, in the past year a Spanish javelin thrower named Felix Euskalin at age 49 and 242 lbs. startled the sports world by developing a new style which may change the whole concept and style of javelin throwing. A style which as we understand it is to toss the javelin much like a hammer thrower, spin around three times and then let go of the javelin within the specified safety zone.

WHILE EXPERIMENTING with the new method the Spanish thrower has turned in his best marks to date. The new "flight" stroke method reached Finland and others experimenting with the spinning stroke. The idea is to throw the javelin still as far as possible, but in a new way which is more like a hammer throw. For example Antti Sippola, a good but not a world champion Finnish athlete, tried out the method and spun-threw the javelin a distance of 80 meters. A Swedish athlete, Per Johansson, did 74 meters, and later, Egil Danielson of Norway with the aid of soap in his palms sent the javelin 82 meters. The International Federation which governs the rules of the Olympics met hurriedly to put the ban on this style appropriately. The Spanish method has never been developed or invented and the style. Last week the official edict of the Federation was that the Spanish style was not for Olympic competition, The new style is still a work in progress and the International Federation must make a decision on this very fact that he will be officially disqualified for not following the rules. Track coaches at the Olympics will be watching the new style for this is a man who has the potential to change the sport. The "flight" stroke has been accepted by the International Federation much like the butterfly has been accepted by the Olympic event. New methods and new styles! Time marches on!

DARE McCAY, who was born under five by the California State Athletic Commission, last month resigned as matchmaker for the Olympic Auditorium. However, he still retained his greenhouse license. This week the commission moved toward Revoking his license with a nine-mount suspension against the Bane and an order adding McCay's license to the suspension list. One of the things he was accused of was participating in sham or collusive betting or fraud. Locally this is called "juggling." He was also charged with having a financial interest in two boxers and actually managing another. In violation of the rules of the commission. A strange case. This week the commission forced the full commision. Our guess is that his license will be revoked and will be 23 years old. McCay, one of the most picturesque figures in the word of pro boxing.

THE NEWLY ORGANIZED Territorial High School Athletic Association is to be commended on its goals in keeping with the best things in athletics. This association stands is their critical analysis of the so-called all-star selections and the only return of the football to the all-star. All star selections, the best side of the state and the National Interscholastic of a high stage at one of our high schools resulted in a severe approval of the local high school football picture. Instead of the usual all-star game after the season under the sponsorship of a "charity" organization there will be a championship game between the rural and city champs on a team at a time.

While the schools have been criticized for emphasis on athletics there is a hopeful trend starting from the college level downward toward a sani approach to the problem. The Pacific Coast Conference and most recently the study which was just completed in the Big Ten Conference is also a step in the right direction. The conference is a time athletics and its influence on students. Taking athletic events off the campus to make them more commercialized by hoops and2301
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A FEMINIST CHANGES SIDES

BY AMY CLARKE

None of the women now running for the Territorial House and Senate had the courage to stand up and say that they favor fluoridating the water supply, although as women they should have the closest concern for the health of Hawaii’s children.

None of them has spoken up to protest the ear-splitting racket of the jet planes across Honolulu or the dangers inherent in building an oil refinery a few blocks from the heart of the city.

One of them, Mary Robinson, who seeks a Senate seat, has such a poor record with regard to labor that friends of the unions or working people can hardly have heralia for her.

Our Delegate to Congress, her complacency shakable by the strong support Jack Burns is receiving, is conducting a shrill and undignified campaign not becoming to her years or position.

In spite of her slick campaign flyers, Mrs. Farrington’s record is only mediocre. Her “achievements” are mostly in the field of routine matters that an office clerk could have handled. An example is the school milk program, which she claims to have won, when actually she had little to do with it.

As for the Board of Supervisors, there are no women candidates at all—a situation which should not occur next year.

So what does it all come out to?

JUST BEING a woman isn’t enough. Being intelligent, pretty, or prominent isn’t enough; a woman must prove herself in a man’s game, women who go into it must have more courage and shrewd than the men they run against.

This year, at least, I’m voting not as a feminist, but because a woman who works as hard as I do needs the most capable person in each position.

And if that means all men—I’m sorry, ladies. You could have had a wonderful program for the women really want and need.

How about a real program, next election?

REFUSE DIV. HAS PROBLEM KEEPING TAB ON NEW FEE

Lewellyn (Bunty) Mat, head of the O-C refuse division, is having bookkeeping trouble, but he’s not accepting any help from the engineers.

Auditors checking accounts of the division have gotten too many mistakes, and Mat still refuses to give the proper reports. He won’t even get his job done in time.

TROUBLE has come with the problems rising from the garbage tax, the CORD learned, and from the policy of the division which only reports on the refuse division. The policy has, in fact, resulted in some double-charging, or, in my way, with subsequent inconvenience to subscribers to the service.

But when other departments offered extra bookkeeping help, Hart declined, the CORD learned, on the ground that the job at the refuse division is specialized it would take too long to break in new bookkeepers for the job.

Now there is some question as to whether or not the garbage tax has created enough problems that Hart will feel it necessary to enlarge his bookkeeping staff.
Sterling at Bay Against Star-Bull, Civil Service; Fought for Handicapped

(from page 1)

because he was backing up his action in hiring some nearly employes who did not measure up to civil service standards of the moment.

A striking case of the pre-Galax days was that of Mrs. Mahone, an isolated and a little bit of a handicap, but fully sat as far as he was concerned. Pelted by certain board members, others, and the like, he was a sort of strolling on Sterling—Mrs. Mahone must go.

The bulky bespectacled clerk told civil service Mrs. Mahone was going anywhere. And she didn't. Today, she has pasted Sterling and the running machine without

Paradoxically, the Farrington daily is still Sterling's best today with editorials, phony looking letters-to-the-editor and a page of exposed news, having hounded him up in his retention of the Post Master and castigated civil service.

Neither then, nor now, of course, could the Farrington daily be considered merely a mouthpiece or "of the people." There is of course, for many the pendulum to the other side.

Last Christmas, Mayor Nolan set a record for departmental parties that have, for years, been the custom. "At City Hall the mayor at his party threw a bash that was the envy of all political parties in government premises. The Star-Bull was happily invited to send a delegation of men and women to join the mayor's party. A nice, light evening, the mayor's "field" was being greatly violated.

Sterling Hit Back

Ired by what he has heard, called a meeting at the newspaper, Sterling cut off advertising from the Farrington daily, and ever since that time relations between Sterling and the other newspapers has been strained. Main office, of course, the loss of about $250 per week in advertising has made the Farrington daily toil harder.

Mrs. Galas, who was a sort of minor devil in the pages of the daily, was an ordinary woman. Mayor Wilson was of course now become a highly efficient and consistent property around in the same paper since Blass

And Sterling was "bowed over" because he gave his former wife a hand in her work.

Benefactor of Handicapped

It appears that Sterling has taken advantage of his right to hire temporary clerks. One day a few friends, it is also completely obvious, told him he had a right to jobs to disabilities than any other C-G department had.

A few months ago, he had four pers
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UNION CHIEF HELD IN ARREST—Fres. James G. Cross of the Bakery & Confectionary Workers Intl. Union (top photo, left) is shown as he was placed under arrest in San Francisco, charged with leading an assault on three New York union officers who opposed his leadership. In bottom photo, two victims of the alleged beating are shown (1 to r. in police headquarters: Joseph G. Kane, president of Queens Local 525, and Louis R. Gear, secretary of New York Local 495). Their charges were supported by Nathan Ehrlich, president of New York 51. A grand jury refused to indict, saying contradictions between the various versions of the story told by witnesses implicated in jury, (Federated Pictures)

Bitterness Will Backfire

As might be expected, Victor Riesel, the New York columnist who was blinded by add throwing hoodlums, has become so embittered that he spends all his waking hours giving vent to his hatred of organized labor. However, if he persists in his peremptory and taxing on his idleness, he will soon realize that he has overstepped his hand, and that even associations like the Natl. Assn. of Manufacturers will tire of his yamming.

A Dangerous One Per Cent

Union members throughout America will do well to give careful thought to the reminder by AFL-CIO Pres. George Meany to do something about the "one per cent" of union officials who abuse their responsibility. This "one per cent" does grave harm to the 99 per cent who, in Pres. Meany's words, are "right and decent." The one per cent provides a basis for hostile legislation and anti-union publicity. The responsibility is on the 99 per cent to curb the excesses of the one per cent and to give full meaning to the words of the AFL-CIO Ethical Practices statement.
DPI Troubled by Substitute Teacher Shortage; Students Walk Out of Room

(from page 1)

er was apparently saying that the boys in the classroom will be shown up in a few weeks.

The vice-principal and she observed the activities of the classroom for about 12 minutes and found nothing really wrong was being said, she said she learned from the substitute teacher's girls began crying when she started taking the attendance roll.

All eight girls out of a class of about 16 students left the room, reportedly when the teacher began talking about hair on her chest. The boys remained in the room.

Mrs. Horner said that she had requested this matter was handled by the school authorities. However, she said, the students had been crying, crying at the occurrence in the classroom.

She said she hired the substitute teacher who had a difficult time to fill because a good band teacher is a "good band teacher" and is well-liked by students. The students make comparisons, she said.

Furthermore, the girls were highly sensitive, she added. They cry easily when they saw his face to begin with, she said.

She also added that the students were, prejudiced against the teacher because he was not an Oriental. She said all the students were well liked.

She hired the substitute teacher because she didn't know what to do. She said she didn't know him and he was the first time she had him.

Checking with the DPI district superintendent's office, she said, she didn't know him and she was the first time she had him.

The DPI district superintendent's office, he said, didn't know him and he was a new one.

On the other side, DPI sources say that the substitute teacher is the only one who is not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach. This is also the result of a class only with the presence of students who are not familiar with the subject they are supposed to teach.
They Helped Build Unions

Franklin Delano Roosevelt aided in giving us the Wagner act. That law was a magna carta. It put Uncle Sam and President FDR and Senator Wagner on the steps of the White House urging the workers to organize. It aided and protected those who unionized. Then came the Republican Party with the Taft-Hartley slave act to attempt to destroy everything that the great minds of Roosevelt and Wagner had made possible to create under the Wagner act... so with the profits running ever and ever and the struggle in organized labor made more difficult by the Taft-Hartley act, the nation is on the verge of the start of a depression. Who would you rather have in power to meet the coming of depression? The Republican Party that aids in making depressions or the Democratic Party that has played such a part in stamping out depression and aiding the city workers and farmers to organize? On how the voters answer that question may hang whether or not there is a depression.

Minneapolis Labor Review

UNGRAVELFUL

In his acceptance speech to the GOP convention, Pres. Eisenhower borrowed a trick from his running mate Nixon, and reached way down in the mud for a slap at Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt. He accused FDR of making hasty decisions, "like a football quarterback," and said he wouldn't do anything like that. This ungrateful comment took on added significance for elecutors who remembered that it was this same FDR who reached far down in the army promotion list in late 1941 and moved a lieutenant-colonel Dwight D. Eisenhower, toward a command of general of Allied armies in Europe and Africa. This assignment eventually catapulted him into the White House.

—Communications Workers News

Frankly Speaking

BY FRANK MARSHALL DAVIS

Stevenson and Some Democrats

Following the national conventions, I stated there was nothing to choose between Eisenhower and Stevenson for President. On the basis of the campaign as it has unfolded, I am changing my opinion. If I were not disenchanted by living in Washington, politically speaking, I am an American colonist, I would cast my vote in Tuesday's election for Stevenson.

A crisis has developed in the Middle East. Conditions there are definitely unsettled. While at the moment the position of the President in refusing to join with France and England in unwinding Egyptian control and Soviet domination, I obviously do not know what the immediate future will bring forth. Some of the events, therefore, are based on other factors and events involving the clash between Egypt and Israel and our official policy.

What has swung me toward Stevenson is primarily his test of foreign policy. As readers of this column know, I have long been opposed to any further tests by either Russia or America. I think the scientists of both nations know all that is essential about detonating atomic and hydrogen devices except at precisely which point there will no longer be smoke. If we ever lived through this, will it go up in smoke. And if we ever lived through this, who would profit by this knowledge?

Add to this the statements of a number of scientific and political scientists that the nuclear scientists themselves have gone on record against the current@admin policy. These authorities disagree with Eisenhower who apparently is in favor of a renewal of the controversial inspection plans as urged by Moscow.

Already many persons have suffered from fallout, a few fatally, and whole areas are uninhabitable. Moscow, the world capital, has been irradiated. The presence of fallout has reached the danger point in the United States. Other scientists have pointed to the very bad effects of such contact on future generations. In fact, our advances in the field of radiation medicine have been held back. This has been so great that before long such experimental explosion could be as damaging to the population as war itself.

This is the kind of threat to the whole body of humanity that Stevenson promises to end if elected. Everyone and everybody has a right to his eyes on all other issues. His position on this matter should be enough for me. I am thinking American voters to elect him Tuesday.

NIXON DANGER TO NATION

There has never been in my mind any question of choice between the vice-presidential nominees. Nixon is a political limousine for the nation, whereas Kefauver is definitely a liberal Southern Democrat whose views are in line with the interests and the needs of the plain people. Frankly, I would rather see Nixon President than any of the other three running with Eisenhower.

Speaking of Democrats, don't let our local daily mislead you into believing all Democrats are the same. These are solemnly offered this myth in connection with the internal security hearings scheduled for the last of November, and since the publication of the committee's report, the Senator from Tennessee, Kefauver, is a Democrat, the coming probe could not be aimed at the Democratic party.

What I say is so ridiculous that nobody beyond kindred spirits and people so dedicated to believe it. The most practical purpose of Southern Democrats and Southern Democrats' state parties is to enslave the Southern people. The Senator from Tennessee, Kefauver, is a Democrat, the coming probe could not be aimed at the Democratic party.

Even Southern Democrats are often divided. Kefauver is one kindred spirit of the Democratic Party and he covers the basic issues, yet he both hail from Dixie. Some of the most vocal critics of Kefauver's campaign are the inner-party Democrats. The Court ruling on school integration came from Kefauver who called their actions "truly subversive of our form of government."

In a speech in the closing days of the senate (more on page 4)